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THE LATTICE OF EQUATIONAL THEORIES 
PART IV: EQUATIONAL THEORIES OF FINITE ALGEBRAS 
JAROSLAV JEZEK, Praha 
(Received January 16, 1985) 
0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of [1], [2] and [3]. 
The lattice J5f j of equational theories of type A is antiisomorphic to the lattice of 
varieties of zl-algebras. The variety, corresponding to an equational theory T, is 
denoted by Mod(T); its elements are called models of T. If X is any class of J-algebras, 
then Eq(X) denotes the equational theory corresponding to the variety HSP(K) (the 
variety generated by K). For any algebra Ä put Eq(y4) == Eq({^}); this equational 
theory is called the equational theory of Л; it is just the set of equations satisfied 
in the algebra Ä. 
In this paper we shall be interested in the equational theories of finite algebras. 
Our aim is to prove that for any type A, the set of the equational theories of finite 
J-algebras is definable in the lattice J^^ and that in the case of a finite type A, the 
equational theory of any finite J-algebra is definable up to automorphisms in J^^. 
This will answer a problem formulated by George McNulty. 
For this purpose, we shall have to find a suitable encoding of finite algebras in ^^. 
The formulas ij/^o ^^^ ^45? the two most important formulas discovered in [3], 
enable us to carry most of the work over from ^^ to the lattice J^j of full sets of 
J-terms. And so instead of in J^j we shall encode the algebras in J^j . We shall not 
confine ourselves to finite algebras: in the case of a strictly large type A all algebras 
of cardinality ^Max(Ko, Card(zl)) will be encoded, while in the case of a large but 
not strictly large type the same will be done for the algebras of cardinahty ^ Max(Ko, 
Card(zl \ ^o ) ) only. 
For the terminology and notation see [1], [2] and [3]. 
Algebras are often identified with their underlying sets. If Л is a ^-algebra and 
F A is a symbol of an arity n, then the corresponding л-агу operation in Ä will 
be denoted by F^. 
Most of the lemmas are without proof; they are either evident or follow easily 
from the preceding ones. 
I would hke to correct one wrong place in Section 5 of [2]: the definition of the 
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formula (Ръ1 should be replaced by 
(Ръ1{Х^, Хз, Y, A, В = (p,,{X,, X2, Y) & {3Z{cp^,{X,, X^, Z) & 
& У Ф Z & сръв{Хи ^2. 2 , A, B)) VEL 3(7, Ло, Bo(ao(ï7) & 
& I/ <̂  Ло & С/ <̂  ^0 & п{Ло, A) Sc (ps{Bo, B)ScAo< B^)) . 
1. STRICTLY LARGE TYPES 
Throughout this section let zj be a strictly large type. 
Let (F, Ï) e A^^-K The notion of an (F, i)-codelement is defined as follows: 
(1) if A is finite, then (F, /)-codelements are the elements of J^j of the form {K^{t)Y 
where xe V and t e i^'Mi for some /c ^ 2 and some je {1, ..., Пр} \{i}; 
(2) if A is infinite and contains at least one nullary symbol, then (F, f)-codelements 
are elements of ^^ of the form {G{Ci,..., C„^))* where Ge A\Ao and C^, ..., C„^ G 
(3) if J is infinite and contains no nullary symbols, then (F, i)-codelements are 
elements of ^^ of the form (G(x, x , . . . , x))* where Ge A and x G И 
The set of (F, i)-codelements is denoted by CEL^^ ĵ. 
1.1. Lemma. Let (F, i) e A^^\ Then CELp ,• is a set of pairwise uncomparable 
elements of J^^; we have Card(CELp. )̂ = Max(Ko, Card(zl)). 
Let (F, Ï) E А^^^;Ы Ge A and let Л^, . . . , A„^, A be (F, i)-codelements. For every 
variable x there exists a unique pair a, b of terms such that var(a) u var(b) с {x}, 
b* = Л and a = G{ai, ..., a „ J where af = Л^, ..., a*^ = Л„^. The element 
Hpi{a, b) of ^"^ (which does not depend on the choice of x) will be denoted by 
[G, v4i,... , A„^, A]pi. The elements of J^j of this form will be called (F, i)-definators. 
1.2. Lemma. Let (F, f) G ZI<^\ / / [G, Л^, ..., Д ^ , А]р^ and [Я, Б^, ..., Б„^, Б]^.,, 
are ^wo {F,iydefinators and [G, Л^, ..., Л„^, Л]̂ .̂ ^ ^ [Я, Б^, ..., Д,̂ ,̂ 5]j , ^ f/zen 
G =, Е, А^= Б^, ..., Л„^ = Б„^ önJ Л = Б. 
Proof. As in the definition of codelements, it is necessary to distinguish three 
cases. However, each of them is easy. 
For every U e^^ put /*(I7) = {t*; teI{U)]. 
By an ( F , ï)-codset we mean an element S of ^^ such that every element of/*(S) 
is an ( F , ï)-codelement. Elements of /*(S) are called (F, i)-codelements of S. There 
is a natural one-to-one correspondence between (F, i)-codsets and subsets of CELjp,-. 
The union of the sets in CELp ^ is the largest (F, i)-codest, while the empty set is 
the least (F, i)-codset. 
By an (F, z)-codalgebra we mean a pair S, R of elements of # ' j satisfying the fol-
lowing three conditions: 
(1) 5 is a non-empty (F, z)-codset; 
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(2) every element of/*(JR) is an (F, !)-definator of the form [G, Ai,..., A„^, A'jpj 
where G e Л and A^, ..., A„^, A e I*{S); 
(3) for every GeA and every А^,..., A„^eI*(S) there exists exactly one (F, i)-
codelement A such that [G, A^,..., Л,,^, Л]р_, е/*(Л). 
Given an (F, f)-codalgebra S, R, we can define an algebra Q of type A with the 
underlying set I*{S) as follows: if Gezl and ^ i , ..., Л„„ e/*(S) then G Q ( ^ I , . . . 
. . . , ^ „ J = Л where A is the only (F, ()-codelement with [G,Ai,...,A„^,A']pie 
eI*{R). This algebra Q is said to be the /I-algebra corresponding to the (F, j ) -
codalgebra S, R. 
1.3. Lemma. Let (F, j) G A'-^K Every A-algebra whose underlying set is a subset 
of CEh Pi corresponds to exactly one (F, i)-codalgebra. Consequently, a A-algebra 
Q is isomorphic to a A-algebra corresponding to an (F, i)-codalgebra, iffCaTd{^ S 
й Мах(Ко, Card(zl)). 
Proof. Lemma follows from L2 and the definitions. 
Definition, (i) Xii^, Y, Z, U) = (р^з{Х, U)&Y<U&Z<U& nffli(Y) & 
& na)i(Z) & ЗЛ, В, C((p,e{X, A, Y) & cpseiX, B, Z) & (ps6{X, C, U) & 
& <p,g{X, A, C) & cpeiiX, C, B) & VZi, U^, Z^, U^{{(Peo{X, A, Z^, U^) & 
& <p^o{X, B, Z2, U^)) ^ t / i Ф U2)). 
(ii) XziX, Y, Z, U) = (ps3{X, Y)&Y4U&Z<U& (юДУ) ^ U = Z) 8c 
& (cOi(Z) ^ [/ = y) & ( (na j i ( r ) & -\(0,{Z)) -^ {xi{X, Y, Z, U) & 
&W,{Xi(X, Y, Z,U,) -^ и < U,))). 
(iii) Хз{Х, Y, A, В, Z) = 1U„ t/2, t/, С, D{cpUX, Y, A, U,) & cpJ.X, Y, В, t/^) & 
& XiiX, A,C,B)&C<D& <Ps9{X, U, Y) & (p^eiX, U, B) & (pei{X, U, Z) & 
& (pseiX, Z, D)). 
(iv) yJX, Y, A, B, Z) = Зи{хз{Х, Y, A, B, U) & ЫХ, U, Z)). 
(v) xs l^ , Y, A, B) = 3Z{x^{X, Y, A, B, Z) & ^ X , Z)). 
(vi) Хб{Х, Y, Z) = ЗЛ, B, C, U^, U2, U3, t/4, Щ(Р69{Х, A, Y) & (p^{Z) & 
& <?)з(В, X) & (рз{В, С) & X Ф С & ç>64(-̂ , X, t/j) & грбД^, С, l/j) & 
& cp^siX, Vu С, [/з) & (pes{X, U3, Z, [/4) & (Рбв{Х, Y, Uj, U^, U)). 
(vii) Xi{X, Y) ^ 3t/i, U,{cp,^{X, Y, U,) &Ui<U^& 
Se VZ, P, Q, R{((Ps6{X, Z, 1/2) & q>s9[X, Y, Z) & XA{X, Z, U^ U^, P) & 
& 4>,/X, P, Q) & Хб(Х, Q, R)) -^ ЗС7з(С/з <̂  « î & Zsl^^ Z, [/3, L/2)))). 
(viii) Xs{X, Y) s Z7(^, Y) & VZ(<P5,1X, Z, Y) - Z7(X, Z)). 
(ix) X9{X, Y, A, B, C) = 3Z{x^{X, Y, A, B, Z) & Хб[Х, Z, C)). 
(x) Xio{X, Y„ Y,) s 3Z, U„ U2{<P56{X, Yu Z) & cp,,{X, Y, Z) & 
& <pJX, Y„ Z, l/i) & <Рбо(^, Y^, Z, U2) & Ы^г) ^ t/i = t/2) & 
& V^, C(b(X, Yi, Л, Z, C) -> Хэ'Д, Y2' ^ . 2 ' ^)))-
(xi) Zu = 3A{x{A) & VZ(a(Z) ^ Z 4 A)). 
(xii) xi2(^, 1̂ ) = (Xu - 3Z, Lf, X „ Д(Ф53(^> Z) & X <! Z & cp,,{X„ Z, U) & 
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^X + Xt &A<X&A'<X,&(p9i^^' 5"))) &( ( - lZu «ЬЗ^^оМ)) -> 
- 3 Z ( a ( Z ) & ç , , ( z , y ) ) ) . 
(xiii) Z.aCJf, y, Л, B) ^ 3U, Uo, C„ С2{ЫХ, V, С,) ScX < С, 8cC, < С, 8c 
«& и х , и) & cpUX, и, Сг, А) & <р.о(^' ^ '̂ Cl, ß) & 1г{Х, U X, С„ [/„) & 
& Х7(^. t^o) & ПсоМ) & ^^ ' е(('?'бо(^' ^0 ' ^ ' Ö) & ^̂  + Cl) - Xt2№, ô)) & 
^X4(X,V,C„C2,Y)). 
(xiv) Х14(Л:, У) = 3U(psJX, V)&\/Zi<Pi{Z, y) -> XriiX, Z)). 
(xv) Z,5'Jt, y, Z) s ; ( , / J , y) & ЭГ1, BXx,{X, Y„ Z, B) & Щ^Р^^, U, Z) -
-- сРг{и, Y)). 
(xvi) %1б(Х, S, R) = XiÀ^' S) & '^'"o^^^ "^ V-^C-Pil ,̂ R) -^ 
- ЭЛ, В(х,з(Х, Z, A, B) & Zi5(X, S, À) Se <p,{B, S))) & V4xi5(^ , S, /l) --
-* 3!! В Щх,г{Х, Z, A, B) & <Pi(Z, i?)))-
(xvii) xi7(x, S, Л, y, Z) s Zi6(^, 5, «) -̂  Ы ^ , î-) & â CcPseC ,̂ Г, P) & 
& ç,56fX, Z, P)) & VP, ô(9>6o(^, Z, P, Q) -* Vx(Q, S)) & ((zn VEL П3[/ ao(l/)) -
- VPi, P2, С(хДХ, Z, P „ P2, C) -- ncpeiiX, C))) & VPi, P2(X5(^, Y, P„ P,) -. 
^ Ш<Рбо{Х, Z, P i , Q) & (peoiX, Z, Рг, Q))) & VP, ß((<P6o(^. 1̂ . Л 6) & 
& -lcoi(ß)) -^ ЭУ1, Zj , P „ D, A, B, Z2{(p59iX, Y„ y) & ,p,,{X, Y„ P) & 
& (p,g(X, Zi, Z) & (pseiX, Zi, P,)&Pi<P8c (Pi{D, R) & XisiX, D, A, B) & 
& (pseiX, Z2, p) & (p^/x, Zi, Z2) & (Рбо<Х, Z2, P, A) & Zio(^, Y„ Z2) & 
&9 , ,o (XZ,P ,p ) ) ) . 
(xviii) Zisl^, S, R, V) = Х1б(:^, S, K) & 3C/i(P69(^, t / i , t^) & 
& VF, Z((zi7(X, S, R, Y, Z) & <PeiiX, Y, U)) - . 3P, P„ 0(<Р5б(^, Y, P)&P,< 
<P& (P(,o(X, Z, P„Q)8c (Рбо{Х, Z, P, Q))). 
1.4. Lemma. Let A be a strictly large type. Then: 
(i) Xi{X, Y, Z, U) in ^j iff there are (F, i) e A^^\ x e V, integers к, m, n ^ 1 
and terms 
Г k l aexl . , 
L ' 'J 
I ex 
Г m 
[F, i_ , ce X 
~ n 1 
F,ij such that X = (F, /)*, Y • 
such that X = (F, ?)*, 7 = a*, Z = 6 * 
Z = b*, и = с* and n ^ к + m, 
(ii) Xii^, Y, Z, U) in eFj iff there are (F, /) e A^^\ x e V, integers k, m^ 0 and 
[ k l , Г '^ 1 fk-i-m 
^ .1 bexl ^ .1 cex\ ^ . F, zj Î F, ij L ' ^ 
(iii) Хз(^, 7, Л, Б, Z) in ^^ iff there are (F, î)eA^'^'\ x e V, a finite sequen 
a^, ..',cin of terms, two integers к, m (1 S к й ^ й n) and terms a E x\ J^. L 
[ m l L ' J 
^^ . such that X = (F, /)*, 7 = Hpjia^,..., a„), Л = a*, Б = b* and 




ai, ..., ö„ of terms, two integers k, m (1 ^ /с < m ^ n) and terms a e x . L 
Ь б х Г ^ 1 such that X = {F, if, 7 - Hp^ia^, ...,a,), Л = a^, В == b"" and 
Z = Hpi{a^, öfc). 
(v) Xs{X^ Y, A, B) in ^ ^ iff there are (F, i) e A^^ ,XEV, a finite sequence a^, ..., fl„ 
Г /c 1 V m 
of terms, two integers k, m (l ^ к < m ^ n) and terms a e x\ A, b e x\ 
such that X = (F, i)*, Y = Hpi{ay, ..., a„), A = a"^, В = b"^ and a^^ = a,„. 
(vi) Хб{Х^ Y, Z) in ^^ iff there are (F, î) e A^^\ (Gj) € A^^^ and two terms a, b 
such that X = (F, i)*, Z = (G,y)*, Y = Hpi{a, b) and a = G{bi, ..., b^^ for some 
terms bi, ..., Ь„^ with bj = b. 
(vii) Xi{X, Y) in ^^ iff there are (F, z) e Ĵ ^^ and a finite sequence a^, ..., a„ 
of terms such that X ~ [F, f)*, Y = Нр ^{a^, ..., a„) and the following is true: 
if a, = G(bi , . . . , b„J then b^,..., b,^e {a^, ..., a,,.^}. 
(viij) Xs{X^ Y) in e^j iff there are (F, /) e A^^^ and a finite sequence a^, ..., a„ 
of terms such that X = (F, f)*, 7 = Hp^{а^,..., a^) and the following is true: 
whenever aj = G(bj, ..., b„J then b^, ..., b,,^e {a^,..., a^- i} . 
(ix) X9(Z, Y, A, В, С) in ^^ iff there are (F, i) G A ^ ^ \ {G,j) e A^^\ x e V, a finite 
sequence a^, ..., a„ of terms, two integers k, m {I ^ к < m ^ n) and terms a e 
. L Ь e X I , I such that X = {F, if, Y = Нр^^а^,.. „ a„), A = a^, B = b*, 
С = {G,jy and a„^ = G[b^, ..., b^^ for some terms b^, ..., b„^ with bj = a,,. 
(x) /io(^? Yi, Y2) in J^j iff there are (F, /) G A^^'^ and two finite sequence a^, ..., a„^ 
bu ..., b„ of terms such that X = (F, /)*, 7̂  = Нр^^а^, ..., a„), Y2 = Hp^b^, ..., Ь„) 
and the following is true: if a„ = G(a,- ,̂ ..., a,-J where к = nQ and ii,...,ii^e 
e{l, ...,n - 1} then b„ = G(b^,, ..., 6 J . 
(xi) Xii ^^ ^A iff^ is finite. 
(^ii) XiziX, 7) in ^^ iff there is an (F, Î) e A^^^ such that X = (F, i)* and Y 
is an (F, i)-codelement. 
(xiii) %1з(Х, 7, Л, J5) //I .^^ iff there are (F, /) G J^^^ afiJ r^rms a, b such that 
X = (F, 0*' A = a^^\ В = b^ and Y = Hpj[a, b) is an (F, i)-definator. 
(xiv) Zi4№, ^) *̂" ^A iff X = (F, 0* /o r some (F, /) G J^^^ and Y is an (F, i)-
codset. 
(xv) Zi 5(^^ Y, Z) in ^ ^ iff there are (F, Î) e A^^^ and an (F, iydefinator Hpj{a, b) = 
== [ G , A ^ , ,.., A„^, A]p^i such that X = (F, г)*, 7 fs an (F, i^codset, Z-= a^ and 
^,,...,A.,G/*(7). 
(xvi) Х1б(- ,̂ ^. i^) in ^A iff X = (F, 0* for some (F, f) e zl̂ >̂ and S, Ä is an 
{Fi i)-.codalgebra. 
(xvii) Xi7(^j S, R, Y, Z) in ^^ iff there are (F, 0 e Zl̂ ^̂  an(i ^wo finite sequences 
au •.,? a«» bi, ...,b„ of terms such that X = (F, г)*' '^' ^ "̂̂  ^^ (^' i)-codalgebra, 
У "^ ftpai^i^ "-^ ^n)i ^ ~ fJpjibi, "', bn) and the following are true: whenever 
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a J = G(di, ..., d„^) thendi, ..., d,,^ e {a^,..., a j_ i} ; Card(var(foi) u ... u var(b„)) ^ 
S 1; ^/lerg exists a homomorphism h of the A-algebra W^ into the A-algebra 
corresponding to S, R such that h{ai) = b * , . . . , h{a„) = b*. 
(xviii) Xisi^, S,R,U) in ^^ iff there are (F, f) G Ĵ ^^ and an equation {a, b) 
such that X = (F, i)*, S, R is an (F, i)-codalgebra, U = Hpi{a, b) and [a, b) 
is satisfied in the A-algebra corresponding to S, R. 
Definition, (i) Xi9(^, 5, R, T) = i\^{X, S, R) & V^, В{ф^о{Х, Л, В)-^ {В й Т^ 
<^xUx,s,R,Ä))). 
(ii) Z2o(^, s, R, T) ^ Ш{хг9[Х, S,R,U)8cTu U). 
(iii) X2i{T) = 3Z, S, R, ^(x^ol^, S, R, T) Se T%Ä) SC W{cpl{U, S) ^ Ä й U)). 
1.5. Lemma. Let A be a strictly large type. Then: 
(i) Xi9(^» ^> ̂ 5 T) in =^j iff there are [F, i) e zl̂ ^̂  and an (F, iycodalgebra 
SQ, RQ such that X = Z([F, i)*), S = Z{SQ), R = Z(RQ) and T is the equational 
theory of the A-algebra corresponding to SQ, RQ. 
(ii) X2o{X, S, R,T) in J^j iff there are (F,i)eA^^'^ and an (F, iycodalgebra 
SQ, RQ such that X = Z((F, j)*), S = Z{SQ), R = Z{RQ) and the A-algebra cor­
responding to SQ, RQ is a model of the equational theory T. 
(iii) X2I (T) in i f J iff Tis the equational theory of a finite A-algebra. 
Now let J be a finite, strictly large type. For every finite zl-algebra Ä we shall 
construct a formula/^(T) with one free variable Tin the following way: Denote by n 
the cardinality of Л, by m the cardinaHty of A and put A = {a^,..., a^} and A = 
= (FJ, , . . . , F ^ } . Denote by M the set of finite sequences s = (F -̂, а^^,..., a^^^,) 
such that i e {1, ..., m}, к is the arity of F^, f̂ ,..., i,,+i e { 1 , . . . , n} and F^iai^,... 
..., a^J = a^^ ĵ holds in the algebra A. For every s = (F^, a,-^,..., a^,.^,) еМ such 
that fc ^ 1 put g^^ ^jy щ^.^1у^ j^^ &^.^(^^ jj ij^ ^_^ J ^ 
For every s = (F,., aj) e M such that JF; is nuUary put 
3 , = Щ(Р\{0, R) & 21з(^> ß> i'/, ^ ; ) ) • 
Denote by g the conjunction of the formulas g^ (s e M). For every i e {1, ...,m} 
such that FI is of an arity fc ^ 1 put 
h, = (pl{Y„Y,^,)8c...&<pl{Y„Y,^,). 
For every î e { 1 , . . . , m} such that F; is nullary put 
Й; = ^HY;) . 
Finally, put f^{T) = ax , S, R 3{X„ ..., X„)* 
{Xig{X,S,R,T)&W{<p\{U,S)^ 
^{U = Z i V E L . . . V E L [ / = X „ ) ) & / j i & . . . & / i ^ & ö r ) . 
1.6. Lemma. Let A be a finite, strictly large type; let A be a finite A-algebra; 
let Te i f J. Then fJ(T) in Se^ iff T = h{Eq{Â)) for some automorphism h of ^ ^. 
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2. LARGE BUT NOT STRICTLY LARGE TYPES 
Throughout this section let J be a type such that A = AQKJ A^ and Card(Ji) ^ 2. 
By a codelement we mean an element of J^^ of the form (FG"Fx)* where x e V, 
n ^2 and F,GG A^ are two different symbols. The set of (F, i)-codelements is 
denoted by CEL. 
2.1. Lemma. CEL is a set of pairwise uncomparable elements of J^^; we have 
Card(CEL) = Max(Ko, Card(Ji)). 
Let HeA^ and let A, В be two codelements. For every variable x there exists 
a unique pair s^, S2 of elements of A^~^ such that A = (s^x)* and В = («зл:)*. The 
element {s2Hs^Hs2xY of J^^ will be denoted by [Я, Л, J5]. The elements of J^^ of 
this form will be called definators of the first kind. 
Let С e AQ and let Л be a codelement. For every variable x there exists a unique 
element s of A^~^ such that A = (sx)*. The element (sCy of J^^ will be denoted 
by [C, ^ ] . The elements of J^j of this form will be called definators of the second 
kind. 
Definators are elements of ^^ that are definators of either the first or the second 
kind. 
2.2. Lemma. / / [Я^, Л^, Б^] g [Я2, ^ 2 , ^ 2 ] then Н^ = Я2, А^ = А2 and 
В^ = ^2. / / [Cl, A^l ^ [С2, А2~\ then С^ = С2 and А^ = ^2- No definator of the 
first kind can be comparable with a definator of the second kind. 
By a codset we mean an element S of J^^ such that every element of P{S) = 
= {f*; teI{U)} is a codelement. Elements of /*(S') are called codelements of S. 
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between codsets and subsets of CEL. 
The union of the sets in CEL is the largest codset, while the empty set is the least 
codset. 
By a codalgebra we mean a pair S, R of elements of J^j satisfying the following 
three conditions: 
(1) S is a nonempty codset; 
(2) every element of P{R) is a definator; if [Я, A, B] eI^{R) then Л, Б e/*(S); 
if [C, A] eP{R) then Л e/*(S); 
(3) for every Я е ^ ^ and A e I^(S) there exists exactly one Б e/*(S) with 
[Я, A, Б] e/*(jR); for every С e AQ there exists exactly one Л e/*(S') with [C, Л] e 
€/*(i?). 
Given a codalgebra S, JR, we can define an algebra Q of type A with the underlying 
set i*(5) as follows: HQ{A) = Б iff [Я, ^ , Б] eP{R); CQ = A iïï [C, Л] GJ*(J^) . 
This algebra Q is said to be the zi-algebra corresponding to the codalgebra S, R. 
2.3. Lemma. Every A-algebra whose underlying set is a subset of CEL cor­
responds to exactly one codalgebra. A A-algebra Q is isomorphic to a A-algebra 
corresponding to a codalgebra, iff Сага{0) ^ Max(Ko, Car(J 1)). 
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Definition, (i) Х22(А, В, С) s ЗХ„ Xj, Y, D{q>^,{%i, ^ 2 , У, Л, В, D) & 
8с(р^^{Х„ХгЛ,0,А,С)). 
(ii) Х2ъ{2) = ЗЛ, В, X{a,{Ä) & <pJX, В) &Х ^ А 8сХ ^ В 81 XiiiA, В, Z)). 
(iii) Х2А{Х, А , В, Y) s сс,{Х) & Х2,{А) & Z23(ß) «̂  ЗС(х22(^, ^ , t/) & 
& Х22(В, и, Y)). 
(iv) X2éX, А, F) = ао(Х) & f^^^{A) 8^Х<Т&сп{У, А). 
(v) 12б{У) s 3Z, Л, ßZ24(:f, А, В, Y) VEL ЭХ, АХ25{Х, А, Y). 
(vi) Z27(i^) = УЛ(<?)1(Л, У) - . ;(,з(^))-
(vii) X2s{S, R) = Z27(S) & -1щ{8) & VZ(<Pi(Z, й) - (ЭХ, Л, В(Ь4^Х, ^ , В, Z) & 
& (?)i(^, S) & (pi(ß, s)) VEL ЭХ, A(x25{X, A, Z) & çM, S)))) & VZ, ^((«^(X) & 
& (Pi{A, S)) ^ 3!! ß 3Z(X24(X, A, B, zjSe (p,{Z, R))) & VX(ao(Z) ^ 
-^ 3!! Л 3ZfX25(X 4̂, Z) & <Pi(Z, iî))). 
(viii) Z29(Xi, ^ 2 , y, S, iî, A, B, D) = X28(S, R) & < ^ ) & '?'4i(Xb X„ Y, B, D) & 
& 3Do(Z)o -< £) & <P45( .̂ ^0)) & VZ, t/, С(ф4о(Х,, X2, i', B, Z, U, C) -^ 
-^ (p,{C, S)) & VP, Q, H, Z„ U„ C„ Z „ U„ C.iicp^ei^u X„ Y, P, A) & 
& .?>46(Xi, X2, Y, Ô, A) & (p3s{Xi, X2, Y, H, P, Q) & (P4o{Xi, X2, Y, B, Z„ U„ Ci)& 
& ( ^ 4 ^ 1 , X2, Y, B, Z2, и2, Сз) & (p^,(Q, Zi) 8cZ^< Z2) ^ 3Z((pi(X, й) & 
& Х24(Я, C„C2, X))) & VC((ao(C) &C <̂  Л) - . 
^ 3t/, X, Z(q>^^{X„ X2, Y, B, X„ U, X) & Z25(C. X, Z) & <?)i(Z, iî))). 
(ix) XzJXu X2, Y, A, U„ B, U2, S, R) ^ <Рзз{Хг, X2, Y) & (p^,{X„ A, U,) & 
& n^iXi, B, U2) Se X2s{S, R) & V5i, Z)i, B2, D2, Pi , P2, Pî, P4, Qi, Ô2, Ô3, Ô4 
((%29(Xi, X2, Y, s, R, A, B„ D,) & ^2o{Xu X2, F, S, R, B^, D2) & 
& ç>4o(X„ X „ 7, B„ D„ Pi , ß i ) & ^40(^1, X2, Y, B2, D2, P2, Q2) & 
&(P40(Xi,Z2, 7 , B i , X i , P 3 , Оз)&<Р40(ХьХ2, i ; 5 „ X i , P 4 , ß 4 ) & ß i Ф ß^) ^ 
-^ (nao(t / i ) & l/i = [/2 & ßs Ф 04)). 
2.4. Lemma. Let A be a large but not strictly large type. Then: 
0 X22(A,B,C)inJ^j iff there are two sequences s i, S2€ Л'^'^ and a variable x such 
that A = (six)*, В = (s2x)*, С — (sjS2Six)*. 
(a) /23(-2 )̂ ' " ^j iffZ '^ <^ codelement. 
(ni) X24X, A, B, Y) in :F^ iffX = F* for some F e Ai, A, В are two codelements 
and Y= [X,A,B]. 
(iv) X2s(X, A, Y) in J^^ iff X = C* for some С e AQ, A is a codelement and 
Y=[X,Al 
(y) XieiY) in J^j iff Y is a definator. 
(y^) XniY) in J^j iff Y is a codset. 
(vii) Х2ъ{^, R) in J^j iff S, R is a codalgebra. 
(viii) Let F,GeA^, F Ф G, x e V, X^ = F*, X2 = G*, Y= (GFx)*. Then 
Z29(-^i.^2. Y, S, R, A, B, D) in ^j iff S, R is a codalgebra, A = {H„.,. H^y^ 
for some y e Vu AQ and H^, ..., H„e A^ (n ^ 0), and {B, D) is an (F, G, GF, x)-
code of the sequence h[y), h{H^y), ..., h{H^... Hiy) for some homomorphism h of 
the algebra W^ into the A-algebra corresponding to the codalgebra S, R. 
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(ix) Let F,GeA,, F Ф G, х е V, X, = F*, Х2 = G*, 7 = (GFJC)*. Then 
X3o{Xi,X2,ZA,U,,B,U2,S,R) in ^^ iff S, R is a codalgebra, {A,U,) is the 
fine F-code of a term a, {B, U2) is the fine F-code of a term b and the equation 
(a, b) is satisfied in the A-algebra corresponding to S, R. 
Definition, (i) X3i(^, A U,, B, U2, S, R) = ЭХ2, ¥{ф,,{Х,Х2, Y) & 
&f3o{X.X2,ZA.U,,B,U2,S,R)). 
(ii) XsiiS, R, T) ^ xU^, R) & VX, A, U„ B, и2. ¥{ф^,{Х, A, U„ Б, C/̂ , Y) -^ 
-^ (X3i(X, A, U„ B, и2. S,R)^YU T)). 
(iii) Хзз{Т) = 35, R, X„ X2, Y, A, D{X32{S. R, T) & cpl,{X,, X „ 7, A, D) & 
& W{(p\{U, S) -^ 3Z, Bcpl^{X,, X2. 7, A, Z, Б, U))). 
2.5. Lemma. Let A be a large but not strictly large type. Then: 
(i) X3i(^? ^? ^i5 ^5 ^2? *̂? Щ ^^ '^ A Ш there are F e A^, terms a, b and a cod-
algebra SQ, RQ such that X = Z^F"^), (A, Ui) is the fine F-code of a in J^ j , (Б, U2) 
is the fine F-code of b in J^^, S = Z{So), R = Z[RQ) and the equation (a, b) is 
satisfied in the A-algebra corresponding to SQ, RQ. 
(ii) Xsii^^ ^? F) in ^^ iff there is a codalgebra SQ, RQ such that S = Z[SQ), 
R = Z(RQ) and Tis the equational theory of the A-algebra corresponding to SQ, RQ. 
(iii) Хзз(^) ^^ ^A iff T is the equational theory of a finite algebra. 
Now let zl be a finite, large but not strictly large type. For every finite zl-algebra A 
we shall construct a formula /^(T) with one free variable T in the following way. 
Denote by n the cardinality of A, by Шо the cardinahty of AQ,by m^ the cardinality 
of zlj and put Л = («1, ..., a„}, AQ = [C^,..., C^J and A^ = {F^,..., F ^ J . Denote 
by M^ the set of the triples 5 = (F -̂, aj, a^ such that i G { 1 , . . . , ш^}, j , /c e (1, ..., n} 
and F,((7y) = ßfc holds in the algebra A\ denote by MQ the set of the pairs 5 = (C^, a^ 
such that / e {1, ..., Шо}, j e { l , . . . ,n} and Ci = aj holds in A. For every s = 
= (F,, aj, ai) e M, put 
g, ^ 3D{(pl{D, R) Sc xU^i, Xj, X„ D)) . 
For every 5 = (C^, aj) e MQ put 
g, ^ 3D{cp\{D, R) & xU^b Xj, D)) . 
Denote by g the conjunction of the formulas g s {s e М^ u MQ). Finally, put 
f^{T) ^ 3S,R 3{X,,...,X„y 3(7i , . . . , 7 J ^ 3 ( Z i , . . . , Z j ^ 
{X32{S, R, T) & W{(p\{U, S)<->{U =r X^ VEL ... VEL U = Z,,)) & 
& a\{Y,) & ... & al{Yj & a^o(Zi) & ... & al{Zj Se g) . 
2.6. Lemma. Let A be a finite, large but not strictly large type; let A be a finite 
A-algebra; let Te =^j. Thenf^(T) in ^^ iffT = h{Eq(Ä))for some automorphism h 
of^A' 
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3. SMALL TYPES 
3.1. Lemma. Let A = AQU {F] for some unary symbol F and let Te S£ ̂ . Then T 
is the equational theory of a finite algebra iff the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) there are non-negative integers n, m such that n < m and {F"x, F'"x) e T 
(where xe V); 
(2) there exists a finite subset H of AQ such that for every F e AQ there is a G e H 
with (F, G) G Г. 
Proof. The direct implication is clear. Conversely, let (1) and (2) be satisfied. 
It is easy to see that the free algebra of rank 2 in the variety corresponding to T 
is finite; this algebra generates the variety, since A contains only nullary and unary 
symbols. 
Definition, (i) ХзД-^) = ЗЛ, Б, С, P, Q{il/59{À, В, С) Sc С й X & 11/бз{Р) & 
& ф,2{Р, Q) & VL/ 3Z, ТЦосЦи) & -КрЦи, Q)) ^ {cpl{Z, Q) & ^,JU, Z, Т) Sc 
ТйХ))). 
(ii) XssiX) ^ (ЗЛ, Б(аоМ) & OCQ{B) SC Ä Ф B) SC X3JJ)) VEL (3!! Л ао(Л) Sc 
Sc -]O)Q{X) SC П 3V4, BiJ/ssi^, B, X)) VEL (П ЗЛао(Л) & ПO}Q{X)). 
3.2. Lemma, (i) Let A = AQU {F} where F e A^ and Card(Jo) = 2. Then Хз4.{Х) 
in J^j iffX is the equational theory of a finite algebra. 
(ii) Let A be a small type containing a unary symbol. Then Хз5{Х) in ^^ iffX 
is the equational theory of a finite algebra. 
3.3. Lemma. Let A = AQ and let Те ^j. Then Tis the equational theory of a finite 
algebra iff there exists a finite subset H of AQ such that for every F e AQ there is 
a GeH with {F, G) e T 
Definition. Хзб(^) = ^i{X) VEL ЭЛ, B{II/2{Ä) SC ^^^{B) SC A = В V X), 
3.4. Lemma. Let A = AQ, Then /зб(^) if^ ^л Iff X is the equational theory of 
a finite algebra. 
4. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Definition. x(X) = {x2i{X) Seil/s Sc ЗА аЦА)) VEL {х,,{Х) Sc ф^ 
Sc-\3A â',{A)) VEL (1A4 Sc Хзв{Х)) VEL {х,,{Х) ScIik^Sc ф,). 
4.1. Theorem. Let A be any type. Then x{X) in S£^ iffX is the equational theory 
of a finite algebra. Consequently, the set of the equational theories of finite A-
algebras is definable in <^j. 
Proof. Theorem follows from L5(iii), 2.5(iii), 3.2(ii) and 3.4. 
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4.2. Theorem. Let A be a finite type and A a finite A-algebra. Then the equational 
theory Eq(v4) /5 definable up to automorphisms in ^^. 
Proof. For large types the appropriate formula is constructed in Lemmas 1.6 
and 2.6. If zl is a finite small type, then every equational theory of type A is finitely 
based (see [4]) and so by Theorem 13.4 of [3] every element of S£^ is definable up 
to automorphisms. 
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